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Context / Reason 

The educational vision of a university is part of the institutional governance. It is a document that 

serves students and the outside public: what quality of education can be expected. It is a document 

for the organization: it serves as a shared backbone to underpin the way we teach, train teachers 

and build educational programmes. An educational vision defines educational quality. An 

educational vision is tied to the mission and strategy of a university and is the basis for quality 

assurance audits on an institutional level. According to the ministry of education, quality of 

education cannot be reviewed if the objectives as laid down in a vision document are unclear.  

 

An educational vision should always be a product of a dialogue with all stakeholders: students, 

lecturers, staff and outside parties.  

 

The current vision of Erasmus University dates back to 2017. Strategy24 builds upon that vision, 

yet, moves beyond that vision on topics such as: impact learning and lecturer professionalization. 

Based upon Strategy24 (2019) and the midterm evaluation on Future Education (report March 

2022), it is necessary to recalibrate the educational vision of 2017. The new vision will take EUR 

from 2023 onwards and will be the basis of our institutional audit on the quality of education in 

2024/2025. 

 

In June 2022 Academic Affaires informed the Council in a separate meeting on the process and 

outline of the process. We discussed ways how your Council would like to be involved in this 

process. The conclusion was that – besides having the right of consent on the final document – 
your Council would like to make use of an extended right of information (being present at design 

sessions); advice (giving advice upon each milestone in the process) and a very limited option of co 

creation. Terms of engagement/ of this process will explicit the way the dialogue will be designed.  

 

 

Jurisdiction UC / Question to the UC 

The UC is invited to the design meetings as informed co-creator (right of advice) and has the right 

of consent for the final text. 

 

 

 

Short Summary 

From September towards December 2022 three re-calibration sessions will be organized with 

representatives of all faculties and stakeholders. The dates and (broad) themes of these sessions 

are:  
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1. Erasmian Values: 28 September (14.00-17.00) 

2. Impact Education: 12 October 

3. Erasmian Classroom: 14 November 

Based upon evaluation data, we will discuss whether focal points of 2017 need to be amended. A 

writer group (mainly: policy directors of faculties) will write concept texts upon each meeting. 

These texts will be shared with stakeholders to elaborate. These texts will be presented to a 

(representation of) the Council to use their right of advice (co creation).                                                           

 

Follow-up process 

The UC will be informed multiple times during the design process. Based on a powerpoint 

presentation or one-pager, we will update the UC on the latest questions, updates and insights. 

Advice is requested on the intermediate texts, notwithstanding that the Council will maintain the 

right of consent on the full and final paper.  

 

Specifics 

- 

 

 

Documents to be attached 

- Educational vision 2017 

- Midterm evaluation report on Future Education 

- 20220919 Memo to the Process Plan on the Educational Vision U Council 

 

 

 


